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Overview

• Back where it all began….
• From Wellhead to Burner Tip
• Local Distribution Company Supply Planning

• What’s been happening?
• Shale Gas, The Game-changer
• Natural Gas Markets

• What’s Next:
• Pipeline Infrastructure Projects?
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Back where it all 
began…..
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Its nothing new….
• In 1816, Baltimore, 

Maryland used 
manufactured natural gas 
from coal to become the first 
city to light street lights

• In 1859, the first well was dug
• In 1885, 

Bunson burner 
was invented 
changing its 
uses

• In 1836, the City of Philadelphia 
created the first municipally owned 
natural gas distribution company 
and is now PGW

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although naturally occurring gas has been known since ancient times, its commercial use is relatively recent. In about 1000, B.C., the famous Oracle at Delphi, on Mount Parnassus in ancient Greece, was built where natural gas seeped from the ground in a flame. Around 500 B.C., the Chinese started using crude bamboo “pipelines” to transport gas that seeped to the surface and to use it to boil sea water to get drinkable water.The first commercialized natural gas occurred in Britain. Around 1785, the British used natural gas produced from coal to light houses and streets. In 1816, Baltimore, Maryland used this type of manufactured natural gas to become the first city in the United States to light its streets with gas.Naturally occurring natural gas was discovered and identified in America as early as 1626, when French explorers discovered natives igniting gases that were seeping into and around Lake Erie. In 1821, William Hart dug the first successful natural gas well in the U.S. in Fredonia, New York. Eventually, the Fredonia Gas Light Company was formed, becoming the first American natural gas distribution company.In 1836, the City of Philadelphia created the first municipally owned natural gas distribution company. Today, U.S. public gas systems number more than 900, and the Philadelphia Gas Works is the largest and longest operating public gas system in the U.S.During most of the 19th century, natural gas was used almost exclusively as a source of light, but in 1885, Robert Bunsen's invention of what is now known as the Bunsen burner opened vast new opportunities to use natural gas. Once effective pipelines began to be built in the 20th century, the use of natural gas expanded to home heating and cooking, appliances such as water heaters and oven ranges, manufacturing and processing plants, and boilers to generate electricity.
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But it got complicated….
• From Wellhead ------------------------- Burner Tip

Non-Regulated FERC/State Regulated State Regulated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1938, the U.S. government first regulated the natural gas industry. At the time, members of the government believed the natural gas industry to be a ‘natural monopoly’. Because of the fear of possible abuses, such as charging unreasonably high prices, and given the rising importance of natural gas nationwide, the Natural Gas Act was passed. This Act imposed regulations and restrictions on the price of natural gas to protect consumers. Find more information on this Act, and legislation and regulation that affect the natural gas industry.In the 1970s and 1980s, a number of gas shortages and price irregularities indicated that a regulated market was not best for consumers or the natural gas industry. Into the 1980s and early 1990s, the industry gradually moved toward less regulation, allowing for healthy competition and market-based prices. These moves led to a strengthening of the natural gas market, lowering prices for consumers and allowing for more natural gas to be discovered. Although not as active as the 1990s, the beginning of the 21st Century has brought with it significant regulation concerning gas quality, standards of conduct for interstate pipelines, and price reporting.Today, the natural gas industry is regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).  While FERC does not deal exclusively with natural gas issues, it is the primary rule making body with respect to the regulation of the natural gas industry.Companies engaged in the transportation of natural gas in interstate commerce fall under the regulatory jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) under Section 7 of the Natural Gas Act (1938)FERC Order 636 (1992) - required pipelines to separate the offering and pricing of gas sales from the transportation of natural gas – “Unbundling”FERC Order 637 (2000) & 712 (2008) – Allowed release of pipeline capacity and further defined rules in later orderSimilar to transmission assets within the electric industry, which are also regulated by FERC, pipelines fall within the midstream segment of the commodity supply chainFERC currently regulates more than 200 pipeline and storage operators throughout the United StatesFERC is the primary oversight authority on environmental and economic matters (including transportation rates)US DOT is the primary oversight authority on safetyNEB
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How does does it move?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
•Exploration: how natural gas is found, and how companies decide where to drill wells for it.•Extraction: the drilling process, and how natural gas is brought from its underground reservoirs to the surface.•Production: processing of natural gas once it is brought out from underground.•Transportation: natural gas is transported from the wellhead and processing plant, using the extensive network of pipelines throughout North America.•Storage: the storage of natural gas is needed to balance with the variable demand and seasonality of natural gas•Distribution: delivery of natural gas from the major pipelines to the end users, whoever they may be.•Marketing: role that natural gas marketers play in getting the gas from the wellhead to the end user.
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Timeline of New England Infrastructure & Supply 
Access Developments

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020

1952
TGP begins 
deliveries

1956
Granite State begins 

deliveries to NH

1953
AGT begins 

deliveries

1965
VT Gas Sys 

begins 
deliveries

1956
Granite State begins 

deliveries to ME

1971
Distrigas 

Begins Ops.

1992
IGT begins 
deliveries

1999
PNGTS begins 

deliveries

2000 
M&NE US 

begins 
deliveries

2010 AGT 
East to 

West begins 
deliveries

2016 AGT 
AIM  In-
service 

date

2007 TGP NE 
ConneXion 

begins deliveries

2017 TGP CT 
Exp. Est. In-
service date

2017 AGT 
AB Est. 

Partial In-
service 

date

Gulf Coast Supplies
Underground Storage

Algerian LNG
Canadian Imports

Trinidad LNG

Canaport LNG 

Marcellus Shale Gas 
Neptune LNG 

Gateway Deepwater  LNG 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1950’s -> Saw the first pipeline gas delivered into the region from the Gulf of Mexico1970’s -> LNG facilities developed, Distrigas as an import facility and Hopkinton as pipeline interconnected facility and other LNG plants across New England1990’s -> Pipelines from Canada are developed, Iroquois, Portland Natural Gas from TransCanada and Maritimes from CA Offshore developments2000’s -> New LNG Import terminals developed in the region Neptune and Northeast Gateway (Boston, MA Offshore) and Canaport terminal in Saint John, New Brunswick2010’s -> Saw a number of relatively small scale AGT and TGP pipeline expansions into  New England while Marcellus Shale region infrastructure is booming creating a bottleneck
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Now its everywhere…..
• Homes

• Businesses

• Schools• Military

• Power Plants• Hospitals
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Gas Supply Planning
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Gas Supply Obligations/Responsibilities

 Provide for a safe, reliable service to all firm customers on 
its distribution system at a reasonable costs to consumers 

 New England’s gas requirements are highly weather sensitive

 Loads rapidly changes throughout the day in peak/shoulder 
periods 

 Reliability is critical – restoration complex and lengthy

 Capacity planning long lead time

 Design Demand Scenario
 New England is design day driven

 Must secure firm supply to accommodate expected demand on 
a design day, winter, and year.

 Take into account Distribution System 
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How an LDC Meets Its Customer 
Load Requirements

• Temperature sensitive load 
requires a mixture of resources to 
ensure a balance between 
reliability and cost

• Three physical delivery resources 
are available

• Resources are dispatched based 
on least cost dispatch principles

• Baseload pipeline 
transportation

• Deliveries from underground 
storage

• Peaking supplies (e.g. LNG)

Illustrative Load Duration Curve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supply ConsiderationsReliability to Firm Customers (SOLR) – high standard due to impact of loss and long recovery time to re-light pilots lights  Diversification – limit dependence on one supply/price source – reduced riskFlexibility – ability to adapt to changing worldBest CostBalance between reliability /price/flexibilityLiquidity – pricing pointsNew Capacity and RenewalsFERC/Pipeline IssuesVolatility (managing)Contracting PracticesTimingDistribution System FitDemand Impacts on Peak/Winter/Summer
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LDC load projections continue to grow
port - Gas

12
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Design Day Supply Portfolio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
		YGS		NSTAR	Pipeline/CG 	                  291,000 	                 268,000 	UG Storage	                  122,000 	                   78,000 	LNG	                  105,600 	                 210,000 		                  518,600 	                 556,000 	
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1    Milford, CT 7  Dorchester, MA 13  Hopkinton, MA
2    Rocky Hill, CT 8  Everett, MA 14  Ludlow, MA
3    Providence, RI 9  Lynn, MA 15  S. Yarmouth, MA
4    Fall River, MA 10  Salem, MA 16  Cumberland, RI
5 Easton, MA 11  Haverhill, MA 17  Exeter, RI
6    Acushnet, MA 12  Tewksbury, MA 18 Waterbury, CT

Majority of LNG Facilities 
owned by LDCs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
45 total facilities including satellite tanks totalling for LDCs 1.4 BCF plus Distrigas .715 BCF/dayDistrigas3.4 bcf - .715/dCanaport 1.3 bcf/d – but .83 of Mand N into NE – 10 bcf totalNE Gateway/Neptune .635 bcf per day  
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LDC Customer Winter Prices Stable with Capacity vs. 
Secondary Market Prices with no Capacity

NE LDC CGA vs. Henry Hub and AGT City Gate $/MMBtu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AGT CG MAX => $29.89 on February 25, 2015HH MAX => $4.41Yankee/NSTAR AVG Max => $6.782
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Shale Gas
+

$$$$$
+

Technology
= 

Game Changer
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Shale gas is not new – but new 
technology allows economic extraction
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How did we get here?
Shale Gas has been around since the 1970’s 

• Mitchell Energy (and Others)
• Lead the way from Barnett Shale development
• Borrowed technique from Union Pacific 
• Combined with Imaging & Mapping technology
• Merged with Devon Energy who brought Horizontal Drilling technique
• Utilized various federal & academic publications and expertise of other firms to further develop 

drilling/well completion techniques
• Did not really take off until late 2007/8 

Main reasons for the boom:
• U.S. Polices & Programs

• Private land ownership rights (ability to lease land and mineral rights)
• Deregulated gas markets allowed prices to incentivize capital deployment
• Gov’t and industry sponsored R&D
• 3-D Seismic Imaging & Micro-seismic Fracturing Mapping
• FERC Open-access Policy for Interstate pipeline

• High Natural Gas Prices of the 2000’s
• Firms improve economics through efficiency gains in established techniques

• Liquid and Large U.S. Capital Markets:
• Allowed both small and large firms to acquire large capital outlays to further
• their land acquisitions and development of technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mitchell Energy (and Others)Lead the way from Barnett Shale development to support existing sales contractsBorrowed technique from Union Pacific Railroad –’slick water frac’Combined with Imaging & Mapping technology to optimize drillingMerged with Devon Energy who brought Horizontal Drilling techniqueUtilized various federal & academic publications and expertise of other firms, ie. Exxon, Chevron, BP and others to further develop of drilling and well completion techniques
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Technology has changed the 
game…..
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Multiple wells from one pad…..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Hydraulic Fracturing and 
Horizontal Drilling Process

https://www.cabotog.com/outreach-videos/the-drilling-process/

https://www.cabotog.com/outreach-videos/the-drilling-process/
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Shale Gas Production Growth

Gross production of natural gas in the United States has generally been increasing for more than a decade and in recent 
months has been more than 10% higher compared with the same months in 2017. This growth has been driven by 

production in the Appalachian Basin in the Northeast, the Permian Basin in western Texas and New Mexico, and the 
Haynesville Shale in Texas and Louisiana. These three regions collectively accounted for less than 15% of total U.S. 

natural gas production as recently as in 2007, but now they account for nearly 50% of total production
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Shale has also lowered hurricane risk to U.S. 
natural gas production and prices for 
“Longhaul” LDC Shippers 
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Environmental Considerations

• On-going studies/research programs to ensure the safe and most environmentally 
conscious drilling practices are utilized 

• States have individual regulations and permits (min. must be equal to Federal)

• VT & NY banned all fracking, CT banned storage/transport of fracking waste

• Federal Government Laws & Regulations (to name a few)

• Commerce Clause – largely left to states, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, Safe 
Drinking Water Act, Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act, National Environmental Policy Act

• Most recently:

• FracFocus - the nationwide system for disclosing chemicals used in the hydraulic fracturing 
process. (Ground Water Protection Council and the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact 
Commission)

• EPA Final Report on impact of hydraulic fracturing activities and drinking water resources. 

• It is the culmination of a multi-year study requested by Congress. The report provides states 
and others the scientific foundation to better protect drinking water resources in areas 
where hydraulic fracturing is occurring or being considered.

• “Responsible Natural Gas” & “Renewable Natural Gas”
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Natural Gas Markets
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The United States is now the largest 
global crude oil producer

Saudi Arabia's crude oil and other liquids production data are EIA internal estimates. 
Russian data mainly come from the Russian Ministry of Oil, which publishes crude oil 
and condensate numbers

https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=37053
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U.S. has become large exporter of LNG but 
impacts of COVID 19 have interrupted its 
sustained increases over last 5 years
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Natural gas prices are a function of market supply and 
demand as demand, prices and supply fall

Hurricane

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Small changes in supply or demand can result in large price movements.Increases in supply generally result in lower prices, and decreases in supply tend to lead to increases in prices.Increases in demand generally lead to higher prices, while decreases in demand tend to lead to lower prices. Higher prices tend to moderate or reduce demand and encourage production, and lower prices tend to have the opposite effects.Three major supply-side factors affect prices Level of natural gas in storage Volumes of natural gas imports and exports Amount of natural gas productionThree major demand-side factors affect prices Variations in winter and summer weather Level of economic growth Availability and prices of competing fuels
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COVID-19 has oil product prices at 
lowest levels in over a decade
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As fleet ages, gas is filling in…..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Invenergy (120k MMBtu/day)Killingly 120k MMBtu/day
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Shift to gas has dramatically reduced 
emissions in the last 25 years

*From ISO-NE Report: Since 2008, NOX emissions have dropped by 53% and SO2 by 96%, 
while CO2 has decreased by about 37%. 
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ISO-NE increasingly reliant on natural 
gas to generate power
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But New England Lacks Pipeline 
Infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pipeline systems at CapacityNew England has no natural gas production or underground storage facilitiesRegion is directly served by:Six interstate pipeline systemsFour LNG import terminalsConstellation (Everett, MA)Canaport LNG (Saint John, New Brunswick)Northeast Gateway (offshore MA) Project Neptune (offshore MA)Peak shaving facilities16.2 Bcf of LDC-owned LNG storage Propane/LP Air sites (relatively small MDQ)
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Constrained Gas Infrastructure 
in New England

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NE pipeline capacity is approx 3.7 BCF/d including 833 of M and NBut approx 3 bcf from south westPeak LDC demand is approx 4.5 on a design dat….Add electric demand for gas without associated capacity and things have become tight…Shippers on pipelines are linked Reliability is jeopardizedOvertakes and undertakes can impact LDC operations and reliability – requires pipeline vigilance to protect system integrityRecent experience and increased demands on tight system creates new level of constraint and threat to reliabilityLNG imports decliningLong lead time required for new capacity
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Canadian Offshore Production was 
projected as answer but it was not…..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
urrently, two natural gas production projects are operating offshore Nova Scotia. The Sable Offshore Energy Project (SOEP), which began production in December 1999 and the Deep Panuke project which came online in 2013. Offshore Nova Scotia natural gas production peaked in December 2001 with SOEP production at just over 600 million cubic feet (17 million cubic metres) of gas per day. Deep Panuke production peaked in January 2014 at 287 million cubic feet (8.1 million cubic metres) per day. These fields have been in long-term natural decline since their respective peaks, averaging a combined 184 million cubic feet (5.2 million cubic metres) per day of production in 2016Footnote1. Natural gas from these two projects is transported via the Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline. This gas is used to meet Maritimes’ demand and is also exported to the U.S. Northeast. Both Deep Panuke and SOEP projects have announced plans to decommission in the next several years.
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Region Depends on Imported LNG….

• Distrigas Facility (GDF) -Boston, MA - 1971
• Canaport Facility (Repsol/Irving) - N.B. Canada - 2008
• Northeast Gateway (Excelerate) - Boston Offshore bouy - 2008 
• Neptune (GDF) – Gloucester Offshore bouy - 2010 (Decomissioned)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Distrigas Everett – 3.4 bcf or .715/dayCannaport 10 BCF 
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Region still subject to price volatility

37

-2% 11% 10% -17% -5% 2% 2% -8%EDD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Max Daily Price ($/MMBtu)			Season	AGT CG	TGP Z6 200L	IGT Z211-12 W	 $9.75 	 $9.78 	 $6.26 12-13 W	 $34.76 	 $31.78 	 $15.98 13-14 W	 $75.48 	 $70.08 	 $77.12 14-15 W	 $29.89 	 $29.31 	 $25.26 15-16 W	 $8.00 	 $7.94 	 $6.95 16-17 W	 $12.85 	 $12.87 	 $13.44 17-18 W	 $78.88 	 $90.58 	 $104.45 18-19 W	 $13.56 	 $13.98 	 $20.37 
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Leads to large increases Energy Costs

38
^Source: ISONE
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Pipeline Infrastructure 
Projects
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Northeast Region Pipeline Projects

Source: Northeast Gas Association
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Northeast Pipeline Infrastructure –
Sample Projects

Survey of approximately pipeline projects into the New England/New 
York region (greenfield and expansions) in last 3 years reveals that 
~40% of projects have been canceled

Sources: US EIA 41
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..…Now What?
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The FERC Application Process
• FERC approval for interstate pipeline facilities are petitioned through an Application for a Certificate 

of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN)

• Applications presented for FERC action must demonstrate the following key criteria:
• Market need

• New projects or expansions must be supported with firm market commitments for long-
term (10+ year) transportation service agreements at tariff or negotiated rates

• Just and reasonable rates
• Demand charge based, fee-for-service structure with maximum rates set by FERC under 

traditional cost of service ratemaking methodology
• Environmental impact mitigation

• Comprehensive environmental impact analysis and mitigation measures
• Compliance with pipeline safety standards

• Built and operated in compliance with US Department of Transportation rules and 
procedures

• FERC will undertake a comprehensive review of an applicant’s proposal and determine whether 
the action meets the standard of being in the interest of the public convenience and necessity and 
will issue an approval or denial of a project based on meeting this test
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Key Gas Supply Issues

 Pipelines continue to be maxed out

 LDC being pro active/taking long term view enable us to maintain reliability and growth

 Absent incremental pipeline capacity into NE only options involve existing capacity from 
the East and LNG imports

 A greenfield or large forward haul expansion to NE will take longer than 
anticipated/historical experience absent a policy shift or reliability issues

 Concern remains over growing gas generation reliance coupled with less marginal 
supplies available in market during peak periods 
 could impact regional reliability and will make pipeline operations tighter
 ISO-NE Fuel Reliability Study to be released in 1Q18
 Mystic RMR Agreement
 FERC Grid Reliability/Resiliency Review
 FERC Pipeline NOI
 Impact of renewables on gas role in future

 Concerns regarding state vs Federal jurisdictional issues and level and tenor of protests  

Future Capacity/Supply

44
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Key Gas Supply Issues

• Eversource in engaged with regulators and policy-makers throughout the 
region to be an effective environmental steward and partner to the region 
while providing a reliable energy supply to its customers at a reasonable cost

• On the Natural Gas side of the business it is evaluating the following 
measures to assist in these efforts:
• Energy Efficiency – can robust existing programs be expanded or made 

more efficient?
• Demand Response – setting up a pilot program to assess the viability 

and impact of actively shaving peak demand  
• “Responsible Natural Gas” - acquiring natural gas from entities who 

have utilized third party rating agencies to verify their gas 
extraction/production processes are meeting the highest standards to limit 
environmental impacts

• “Renewable Natural Gas” – securing supply from various “renewable” 
natural gas sources such as dairy farms, wastewater treatment plants and 
landfills through the decomposition of organic matter – Biogas

What is Eversource doing?
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QUESTIONS
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